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The Beit Berl English Times
What’s New?
By Orly Haim - Head of the English Department
Dear Students,
This is the first on-line journal that the English Department has produced
with the intention of bringing you the news, views and highlights of the English
Department and of providing an opportunity for sharing and caring among the
students in our department.
I would like to thank Margaret Porat, Keren Zaviv and Daphna Seiderman
(the do-editors) for their outstanding work and dedication. I would also like to
thank Anat Kalderon, Helen Katznelson and Pamela Peled for their work on this
first edition Thank you for all your efforts, and a job well done!
Since this is the first edition of the journal, I was asked to write a
description of the various programs of study offered in the English Department
and also to share some of the recent developments. In what follows I present: (1)
information about the English Department, and (2) news and updates.
About the English Department at Beit-Berl College
Language is at the heart of our human experience. It informs our identity, our
actions, and the way we access and operate our knowledge. Given the status of
English as a global language, the demand for teaching English as a second and
especially as an additional language (i.e., third or fourth) is constantly growing in
Israel and around the world. To those ends, the Department of English at Beit-Berl
College offers a program that includes a wide range of courses in the following
main areas: English Language and Linguistics, English Literature and Culture,
Literacy, and Language Teaching Methodology.
The wide variety of courses gives/ not give students a “state of the art” map of the
field, and flexibility to move in the direction of their interests within the field of EFL.
It is our aim to produce professional EFL teachers with deep subject- matter and
pedagogical knowledge, who are- up-to date with the latest research in the field,
and devoted to their work with the pupils at school.
Read more

Editorial
A great deal has been taking place in the English Department at the Beit Berl
College this year – We have a great variety of students of different ages, from
different wakes of life, and from different countries. The classes are bubbling with
excitement and you can feel this in the atmosphere.……
During the year we have been fortunate to have had a number of visiting lecturers
and workshops. Moreover, the students are doing their practice teaching in
different frameworks and at different schools, some of which are very innovative.
There are also many new courses at the college and we have great plans for next
year.
The goal of this online newspaper is, with the help of very user-friendly technology
(the Microsoft Publisher), to bring to the knowledge of the students, staff and
anyone else interested a taste of what is taking place in this very dynamic
department .
We are still in the very initial teething stages of this project, but we are finding the
process of putting out a newspaper a very exciting, and educational experience,
although sometimes a little frustrating. We would very much like more students
and faculty members to join us and be involved in this really challenging project.
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Yes (comma) You Can.
The English Editing
Course
By Pamela Peled
On a pretty, rustic campus tucked
away just outside Kfar Saba,
students from all around the globe
regularly huddle together poring
over esoteric texts. A Cabal of
Kabbalists? A think-tank, perhaps,
brain-storming some new Israeli
invention? Not quite: these mostly
middle-aged professionals are
studying the art of editing English at
Beit Berl College. The
comprehensive course which
prepares students to enter the job
market is now in its eighth year and
going strong. It caters for Native (or
near-Native) English speakers who
wish to learn the finer points of
English grammar, syntax and
punctuation.
(Notice: that‟s „its
eighth year‟ not „it‟s;‟ whether you
put a comma after „syntax‟ is
another story.)
The program
harnesses the excellent English
skills of participants and puts them
to work in a new, exciting and
profitable field. In response to a
growing market for professional
editors, Beit Berl College has
designed a unique one year course
in practical editing skills which can
lead to a sought-after profession in
Israel.
Read more

The Editors
Margaret Porat maporat@gmail.com
Keren Zaviv kerenzaviv@gmail.com
Daphna Seidenberg daphil@yahoo.com
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w r i t e

Who are you, Teacher ?
By Yitzchak Enav
Ever since I can remember myself, I have taught much, but learnt so much more from my teaching. It all began a long,
long time ago and in another country. I was then no more than a naive, twelve year old and there, wide-eyed in front of
me, were the “kovshim,” the youngest age group in what is now the legendary Zionist youth movement of Hashomer
Hatzair. The clubhouse was situated in the working class district of Hackney, the very heartland of Cockney London.
These were kids who came from homes, like my own, where the only book to be found was a “sidur” or prayer book.
They, like myself, would learn, in a movement which seethed with intellectual activity, of the worth and intoxication of
reading.
As there "madrich" I ran with those kids across the English countryside, wove legends with them about new-born Israel
and dreamt dreams of the kibbutz and its ultimate in social perfection. As I ran and grew with them, I learnt two
important things about myself and about the teacher bud bursting within me; these ideas that have not changed
though age has snowed white hair on me .One is that if he wishes to touch their soul at some point, a teacher must in
some profound way really love those brats in front of him ; the second thing I came to understand was that there is
little in life that is quite equal to the sheer intoxication of ten, twenty or fifty sets of eyes lifted up to see and to hear
what you have to say to them.
It is, perhaps, the combination of these two elements: the love of one's students and an unashamed, mildly
narcissistic love of yourself that determines one‟s basic attitude towards teaching. Teaching is about affection,
empathy, feeling and listening, but it is also powered by the ridiculously romantic conviction that you possess the
magical power to persuade that little monster in Grade 6 that a knowledge of the Present Progressive in English
studies or, later on, the intricacies of the Shakespearian sonnet – that this learning will be as an Aladdin‟s lamp in
their hands opening sesame to all the doors of life. This need to give, this need to excite, this need to attract is what
has given me an insatiable desire to know more and still more about the discipline I teach. I must be new, I must be
fresh, I must surprise, if I am to continue winning the attention of my students.
So, teacher, and would-be teacher, unless you love the classroom with a passion (there were many years in which,
when the summer months kept me away from teaching, that a mild depression took hold of me); unless a surge of
adrenalin courses along your veins as your hand touches the classroom door you must get out of the profession. No
long summer vacations, no pension rights or your long investment in training should keep you teaching. Get thee to a
bank, where the pay is more than the shirt buttons offered to the teacher and the work there, has, no doubt, its
ratiocinated satisfactions.

Recommendation
By: Daphna Seidenberg

Superstitions:
daphi1@yahoo.com

I would like to share with you an amazing and overwhelming
experience I had about a year ago. In one of my lessons in the college,
I was asked to watch a movie. The movie was actually a filmed
workshop for teachers, conducted by a man I never heard about
called Rick Lavoie. The workshop was about LD kids and how to
understand what they are going through.
He explained those kids problems in an unusual way that made me
actually “feel” what they are going through, and how difficult it is for
them to deal with every day regular activities, especially in the
classroom.
I recommend you all to go to the following link, and watch at least
some of the clips, most recommended are the Motivation one and
When the chips are down. Enjoy.

- If you step over a child, he will not
grow .
- If you walk under a ladder, something
bad will happen to you.
- If you give someone a pair of scissors,
you will fight with him.
- If you buy your boyfriend a pair of
shoes, he will leave you.

go to link
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P. D . S .
Practicum within the p.d.s. setting

TEACHER: Yael, go to the map and find

By Dr. Elana Milstein

North America.
YAEL: Here it is.

Our students do their practicum once a week in a school that is part of the
P.D.S setting.
P.D.S stands for Professional School Development. This model is different
from the traditional model that was used in the past. Students were
assigned to individual teachers who were chosen as master teachers.
These teachers taught in different schools. The students were placed
individually in the schools and would get guidance from the teachers on
ways to plan
lessons and how to teach them in class. The teacher
observed the lessons taught by the student and at the end of the lesson
gave her/his feedback. The pedagogical instructor visited the different
students in the different schools.
Today, the students are assigned to a school in which they do their practice
teaching. The school is part of the P.D.S setting which advocates for
partnership between the college and the school. In this framework the
students are assigned to one school together with other students from
different disciplines. This model enables the students to interact with each
other, with different staff members from other disciplines and with the
English team as a whole. They are part of the whole school and participate
in a variety of school activities and develop as general teachers in addition
to their role as English teachers..
Professional Development Schools are devoted to improving student
learning. Students benefit from this partnership between the college and
the school. because the knowledge, skills, and resources of both the college
and the school are focused on meeting their needs. Students benefit from
their mentor teachers, school faculty, school resources and college staff
who play active roles in the PDS setting.
The advantages of the PDS to the students are pedagogical, social and
personal.
This year the students are doing their practicum at the Ami Assaf School
and Drorim High schools. Students have the opportunities to experience
different teaching opportunities - they work with whole classes, in small
groups and tutor individual pupils in the “home work club” At the Dror
school, the students participate in a unique joint program with English
speaking retirees and pensioners (see page 9 for more details). who come
to the school once a week and sit with kids in small groups. The P.D.S
opens up opportunities, not only for our students, but also for the teachers
who are exposed to new methodologies, approaches and theories which
the students bring with them to the classroom.
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TEACHER: Correct. Now class, who
discovered America?
CLASS: Yael.

Great links for listening materials:
live audio talk (2 levels)
free authentic listening materials
listening to stories (authentic materials)
you can download and listen later
words and songs lots of materials for
learning including pod casts
free daily video update of news.
an online videoprogram featuring
actors reading children‟s stories with
activities

MOTHER: How did you find school today?
DAUGHTER: I just got off the bus and
there it was!
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Sharing a Piece of My Thoughts…

The School Practicuum

Ricky Talon

Keren Zaviv

During the last practice week, I was asked to teach the sixth grade, The only
thing I knew about the class before I began teaching was that it was quite
heterogeneous
I had to teach this class "Mystery Stories" for four lessons. Well, I took the
assignment very seriously, collected materials from the Internet, asked
colleagues for advice and did everything I had to do in order to succeed in
this task.
I would like to pause here for a moment because this story reminds me of
the birth of my dearest oldest son. Before he was born, I made perfect
arrangements, all by the book, preparing myself for his birth - including a
birth plan that I came with to the delivery room, relaxation music and clear
instructions to the midwives of what they should do when the baby finally
arrived.”.
I am assuming that, by now. some of you, including myself, are already
giggling Well, I was in for a big surprise. While I was shouting and cursing,
my baby boy burst out into the world not saying "I love you mammy”, but
rather screaming and bawling, I began to realize that it was time to say
goodbye to all the perfect plans I had made and to start all over again, this time not "by the book", but “by my son.
So, going back to my original story, as you have probably understood by
now, nothing was going by the book in this class. From the moment I walked
into the classroom, I had to deal mainly with all kinds of interruptions and
disturbances. The students were talking to each other, standing, walking,
and ignoring me in the process.
I consider myself an assertive person, and yet, I must admit, it was very
difficult for me to stand in front of this class. Of course, I couldn't teach
even half of what I had planned for this lesson. I left the class with many
thoughts running through my head regarding today's generation (but this is
for another article), and I had to "reprogram" myself differently for the
following lessons. To make a long story short, the following lessons were not
bad, but as far as I am concerned, I was a bit disappointed realizing that a
teacher nowadays has to be both a charismatic performer and actor in
order to succeed in the art of teaching. And I might be wrong again and it's
all a matter of practice. Days will tell…

I‟m a second year student in the English
department .This year is the first time that I
am participating in the teaching practicum
and working with a mentor teacher. I must
say that this has been quite an experience
for me. During the first semester, my
mentor teacher gave me full freedom to
teach whenever and whatever I wanted.
That was good for me. The students in her
classes have a very high level of English
and I learned a great deal from teaching in
her classes and from observing her way of
teaching. However, there was one thing
that was lacking in her teaching method –
fun and enjoyment during the lessons.
As a result, I chose to transfer to another
school with another mentor teacher. During
the lessons in the new school, I found out
that it is possible to both learn English and
have fun as well in the lessons. This
teacher uses lots of games, game-like
activities, songs, movies, and shows in her
classes. The kids absolutely adore her and
her lessons, and always want to be near
her. She always emphasizes to me the
importance of making the pupils love
English. And that is something that I hope
to take with me to the future.

Project Zero and the Teaching for Understanding framework
Liat Heitner
Lately I have been feeling a bit lost and confused.. Little by little, I found that my personal teaching philosophy
and voice somehow had got lost in action in the realms of domains & benchmarks, lesson objectives and
operative goals. It all seemed to me like a group of strangers who were forced to sit together on a Seder Night.
At that point I turned to my private professor, Mr. Google.com, and after a long digging process, found a hidden
treasure: the “Teaching for Understanding Framework” (TfU). And then, suddenly, there was light at the end of the
tunnel..
The TfU framework is an educational pedagogical method developed by the Harvard Graduate School of
Education Research Group called “Project Zero”. What most appealed to me was the fact that, although it is a
simple and flexible framework which creates meaningful teaching practices, it still enables the teacher to
maintain his or her individual and personal identity within the larger framework of the national curriculum, and
the school‟s curricular demands.
I do not intend to tire you with the nuts and bolts of this framework, Instead I would like you to see how an
English teacher in the United States has implemented the TfU framework, thus creating a meaningful teaching
and learning environment. When I saw what an English teacher in the United States, Holly Handlin, had done,
and how she had used the above framework I decided to buy the book The Teaching for Understanding
Guide (Jossey-Bass, 1998),
After going to the URL and seeing Holly Handlin‟s lesson plans and also reading the book, I started to scrutinize
my own teaching practices under the magnifying glass of the TfU framework.
I really hope that you will find this approach as interesting as I did and that perhaps you will also explore it in
depth too.
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The Week of Practice Teaching

The Move

Yarden Ofir

Ziv Ribner

The decision to become a teacher was not a natural one. After a long and
exhausting career in management, I decided that my children (well, one, at
the time..) had to come first. Not trying to change the world, I, however, did
want to be "that" teacher, the one whose future pupils would describe as "The
teacher that changed my world!" So, here I am, trying.
With the blessed collaboration from my mentor-teacher, Ora Gvirzman, I
decided to use the practicum week for a project, not related to the pupils' text
book material. The project's product, a Newspaper, was to be proudly
presented to their families and friends.
I know it has been done before. What I did not know then was how a person
can have one career where she is in total control, managing a huge staff and
handling five million dollars worth of merchandize, and at the same time have
almost no control over the outcome of what I thought was a well-planned
lesson.
The 6th grade level at the Hadar Elementary School in Ra'anana includes
three classes and the Newspaper project was to be taught to the entire grade.
I had prepared five lesson plans that were to be duplicated with each of the
6th grade classes. Each lesson was a natural continuation of the previous one
and the activities were built up accordingly. The first lesson went well; the
second one even better, after implementing some of Ora's recommendations.
The third lesson turned out unexpectedly different than it should have. From
that point on I got to experience the similarity between a teachers' job and
that of a circus figure - the juggling, the flexibility, the improvisation and did
I mention the ability to control animals… Nevertheless and despite all this, I
found out in no time that I love all the pupils. From the most popular kid to the
coyest one, they are all wonderful children.
When I taught class 6/1 the first lesson of the day, their focus and
participation was completely different than that of class 6/2, coming to my
lesson after the long break or, worse, after the gym class! And one time, class
6/3 finished all that I had planned for the lesson seven or eight , minutes
before the end of the lesson, while class 6/1 didn't get through half of what I
had planned because, to my surprise, all the pupils wanted to participate in
the reading activity, even those who never read! That was an amazing feeling
and something I hadn't predicted when I worked out the lesson plan. Another
day, one of my classes came to the lesson after having seen a play about
sexual abuse. They had had no preliminary conversation about the subject
and no time to deal with their emotions between the play and my lesson.
None of the pupils could concentrate on anything; some of them were sad
and distressed and there was no way I could ignore their feelings and
continue with the lesson as planned - and why should I? Not being a certified
psychologist, I could only engage them in some stress-relief activity - yet
another lesson-plan did not go as planned…
The practicum week was an enlightening experience, and my most valuable
lessons were the result of teaching the whole grade level and not just one
class. It is clear to me that had I taught just the one class, where all went well
and according to plan, I could never have learned that I need to expect the
unexpected and be prepared with extra material or I would never have
learned that I had to adapt a lesson depending on the time of day the lesson
was being held. I've realized that, just as each pupil is an individual, so is
each class different in character and level of progression. There is no such
thing as a duplicated lesson-plan and a teacher should always be prepared
with versatile activities and be sensitive to the pupils' world outside the
English classroom.

It was a Saturday morning when my
mother told me that we were going to
move to another country. I didn‟t
understand much and I had many
questions. However, nobody tried to
explain to me what was happening.
We packed everything in suitcases
which wasn‟t very much. We said
goodbye to Grandpa and Grandma. It
was nighttime and we dragged
ourselves onto the bus, where there
many people like us ,( immigrants as
well). I was very curious about the new
place we were going to.
It was a two day trip - very hard and
long days. It was cold and the only thing
I remember was that I wanted to ask my
mother why we were moving and where
we were moving to. I was a 10 year old
child, too small to understand, but I
certainly remember that my mother
answered me that it was very
dangerous for us to stay there. She
added that all the Jews live in the new
country and that we have nowhere else
to go.
We finally arrived in Israel. It was a
sunny day. I remember a lot of green
trees on both sides of the road. I was
very glad, I couldn‟t stop smiling and
waited for good things to come. It was
exactly as I had imagined it. Our Israeli
family took us to their house in Tel Aviv,
gave us food and we were very happy.
I think my mother made the right
decision to move to Israel. A year later,
my grandparents joined us. At the
moment , I live in Carcur with my
husband and young child and am
retraining at the Beit Berl College to be
an English teacher.
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S t u d e n t s

s h a r e

Leehee K
Two and a half years ago, I started a journey that would make me a better person, a better Jew, a better Israeli and,
most of all, a better educator. It involved, ironically enough, taking a break from my studies at Beit Berl College and
embarking on a mission that took me far away physically, but brought me much closer to becoming the kind of
educator I aspire to be. I fulfilled a life long dream and applied to the Jewish Agency for Israel, and was fortunate
enough to be accepted and sent as a Youth Emissary to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
There I worked for both the JCC (Jewish Community Center) and the UJF (United Jewish Federation of Greater
Pittsburgh). My job consisted of doing things like organizing activities and events about Israel for Jewish teens,
giving lectures at various places, preparing delegations going to Israel, teaching classes about topics ranging from
Israeli politics to Israeli movies, and serving as the Israel scholar at the overnight summer camp that is run by the
JCC. Never a dull moment, that's for sure!
Now, you might ask, why someone in his right senses would leave everything behind and go off for a year or two? I
can honestly say that for me, it was a matter of "now or never" ; I knew that later on in life the ability to simply pick
up your life and do something exciting might not be possible. I also don't feel as if I missed out on anything or am
now behind other people in the grand scheme of life. On the contrary, I feel as if those two years were crucial to my
growth as a person and gave me a better understanding of who I am and what I want to do with my life, while also
providing me with a wider lens with which to view the world.
As future English teachers, it is almost too obvious to mention the fact that such an experience of actually living
the language and the culture is invaluable, but that is just an added bonus to the tremendous work being done all
over the world by devoted emissaries, who then return home to hopefully better our society with their knowledge, as
well.

The Tutors’ Course - A Student’s Impression

some great sites for dialogues

By Geoff H

Beginner Dialogue

Having left formal studying years ago, the thought of returning to
college was, at the same time, both frightening and exciting.
I soon learnt to admire this generation of students (most of whom
are women). The majority are married and have to cope with a
home, a partner, children and maybe even ageing parents or an
inter current pregnancy. All this – and studying too!
My experience of teaching is, of course, limited. The academic
standard seems to lack little. It seems too, that Beit Berl college is
fortunate in having touching and caring staff (again, mostly women)
who are, not only creative in their own careers, but also show
readiness to interest themselves in individual students and their
problems and help wherever possible.
All this takes place on a campus which is both visually pleasing and
meticulously maintained.
Nevertheless, there were things I found hard to understand. In the
students' survey / questionnaire there were no questions about the
teaching or the nature of the courses. Neither was there a place for
suggestions for new courses which might be developed. I saw no
justification for a day's recess associated with the name of the late
Yitzhak Rabin (this is not a recognized public holiday). I also think we
should have had classes on the days following the Passover recess.
Surely these days are included in the fees?
All in all, for me, the English Tutors' course opened new horizons,
both academically and socially. Moreover, in my class I was
privileged to enjoy the company and help of a charming group of
accomplished ladies, whose friendship I will always cherish.
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Pre-Intermediate Dialogue
Very young learners (includes
Teletubbies!)
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Creating an Alternative Atmosphere
By: Healey Kaner
"What the teacher is, is more important than what he /she teaches."
~Karl Menninger (psychiatrist)
Wouldn‟t it be great if pupils were eager to learn, motivated to ask questions and happy to participate in
class? Wouldn't it be great if teachers felt calm and content while teaching, and actually enjoyed every
moment?
I personally believe (from experience) that such an ideal situation is possible. I believe that we, the
teachers, can create an alternative atmosphere in the classroom – one that is inviting, engaging and
enjoyable for both teachers and pupils. When pupils feel that their teacher actually wants to be in the
classroom and enjoys being there, they feel a sense of belonging to the class. A feeling which is vital as it
sets the scene for the class atmosphere: noisy or quiet, active or passive learning, good or poor attendance,
engagement or passivity, and eventually, high or low grades.
A feeling of belonging is the essence of all learning. It is a basic need to feel that we, as individuals, matter
and make a difference, even in a class setting. When a pupil is disruptive, his/her behavior can be seen as
a sign that the pupil feels out of place and should be treated in an assertive, yet caring manner.
We, the teachers, have the opportunity to serve as role models and guide our pupils if they wander and get
off track by showing them another more favorable way If a certain class, for example, is disruptive, I try
using words such as "focus", "let me have your attention" and other positive phrases to make the class
aware that they need to take responsibility for the noise level.
Indeed, learning is not only the responsibility of the teachers; it is a shared responsibility of the teachers
together with the parents and pupils themselves. Our joint role is to provide a positive atmosphere in class,
one which can engage the learner and lure him/her into our world. It is important for us, the teachers, to be
honest and direct with our pupils by sharing our feelings, plans and thoughts. For example, beginning each
lesson by writing the lesson plan on the board is a good way to ensure proper class management. This
simple outline becomes a checklist as the lesson progresses, clearly presenting the teacher‟s expectations.
As a result, pupils feel safe in class, their anxiety and confusion decrease and the noise level is reduced.
The teacher-student partnership is a sacred one at school and should be seen as such. To foster it, it is
important to explain the rationale behind everything: punishments, homework assignments, tasks, quizzes,
etc. It is our responsibility to nurture an alternative atmosphere which is positive, accommodating,
understanding, fun, and engaging. When pupils and teachers both share responsibility, the learning
atmosphere improves.
We have selected a profession that can make a difference in people‟s lives. It is in our power as teachers to
guide, influence, educate, demonstrate, and inspire. Nevertheless, it is a process that demands many
qualities: patience, tolerance, motivation, diligence, reflection, acceptance, reassurance, creativity, and
much love. Remember this as you walk into your classrooms -- smile and share the love of your profession.
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volunteering
English Speaking Volunteers from EZRA help our Students
Margaret Porat –
For the last few years, we have been extremely fortunate in having retired English speaking volunteers helping the
non-native English speaking students in the English department who need additional opportunities to use their
English. Through the coordinator of English volunteers at EZRA, volunteers were recruited from different areas
depending on where the students lived. Most of the lessons are on a one-to one basis. Some of the lessons take
place at the college and others at the homes of the volunteers. In addition to giving the students opportunities to
actively use the language, the volunteers, some of whom were teachers, work on specific problems the students
encounter.
I believe that this is a reciprocal arrangement. The students are very grateful for the help they receive, and the
volunteers also benefit, not only by getting to know the students personally, but also through the feeling that they
are contributing.
We hope to develop this program next year by recruiting more volunteers and would also like to find a way to take
advantage of the many native English speakers who are studying in the department. Perhaps a reciprocal
arrangement between the two sides could be found, for example Hebrew lessons in exchange for English lessons
are a possibility.

A Joint Project of the Protea Village Retirement Home
and the Dror Junior/High School
Michal Haspel
Very soon after I started my teaching practice at the Dror Junior/High school I was introduced to this very innovative
project in which retirees from Protea Village situated right next to the school come and help the pupils from the
school with their oral English proficiency.
The Protea project started 2 years ago when it was decided to find a way in which the pupils from the school and the
retirees could help each other. The English speaking residents of Protea Village could help the pupils improve their
proficiency and get to know the residents who would then have sincere and genuine contact with local youth and
have the feeling that they are contributing to the society.
I asked Walter and Marjorie, two of the volunteers, some questions:
How long have you been involved in this project?
Walter - I became involved in this project 2 years ago - from the very day it started.
Marjorie – This is my first year with this project.
What made you accept this opportunity to participate in such a kind of a project?
Walter - The opportunity to give, to contribute, to help these pupils makes me happy.
Meg - I love children, and throughout my life I have volunteered and I still volunteer with disabled grownups.
Can you tell me a little about the other volunteers?
Walter - We are all retirees who have a great deal of life experience to share and contribute; we all come from
rich and professional backgrounds. Some of us were doctors, some of us were even teachers and so we feel
that we can help these pupils.
Meg - I keep trying to convince other residents from our village to join us in this project.
Do you think the children enjoy and benefit from this project?
Walter –I think that they enjoy the sessions. In the first session they are a little shy, but, as the time passes
and they get more used to the interaction, I definitely feel that they open up
Meg—I think they love it. There is definitely a difference between the first and last session. They gain more
confidence in themselves.
After I had completed the interview with Marjorie and Walter, I felt amazed at the way the volunteers talked
and felt about the kids.
I am sure that this innovative project can, not only help our kids to improve their English, but can also enable
them to learn a lot from the volunteers who have so much to give from their own life experience.
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Wo r k s h o p s
Workshop by Professor Mark Leibler
By Keren Omry
On the evening of March 3rd, we had the pleasure of hosting Professor Mark Leibler, from Wayne State University, in
our American Survey course. Proving to be a lively speaker, Professor Leibler began by treating us to a rap
performance of his own published poetry, read to the hip hop beats of his New Mixescd. Calling it „hip-hop for
adults‟, Leibler commented on the generation gap that often stands as an obstacle for teachers trying to teach
canonical texts to young children. One way to overcome this gap, Leibler suggested, was to find texts from
contemporary popular culture which pupils can relate to and demonstrate the parallels with some of the more
classical works. As an example, Professor Leibler read out Langston Hughes‟s wonderful “A Dream Deferred”,
playing it alongside a toned-down version of Notorious B.I.G.‟s “Juicy”. By encouraging the students in the room to
analyze the impact of the two poems on each of our senses, Leibler exposed the use of both concrete language and
abstraction in the two, proposing a dynamic, interactive, and effective way to read texts critically. Leibler‟s visit
ended with colourful anecdotes of his life in Detroit, stories of his work with a variety of contemporary stars from the
worlds of hip-hop and electronic music, tales of his travels around the world, and an occasional burst into song.

Assessing for Learning: Authentic, Standard-based Oral Assessment of
Spoken English
Prof. Donald Rubin: Professor Emeritus in the Department of Speech Communication, Language
and Literacy Education and Linguistics at the University of Georgia, USA In this workshop, which
was sponsored by the American Cultural Affairs Office,
the participants reviewed principles of authentic, standard-based assessment as they pertain to
evaluating skills in oral English. Ideas for developing speaking assessment tasks and scoring
rubrics were discussed, and participants had an opportunity to practice applying them. Finally,
special problems in assessing speech -- for example giving useful feedback on pronunciation -were addressed.
This workshop was particularly useful as Assessing the spoken language of ESL/EFL learners - an
important aspect of language teaching/assessment - is unfortunately not always given enough
attention at our schools compared to the assessing of other skills such as reading and writing.

The Teacher as an Actor
Dalia Stein
During the week of practical teaching, my daughter, Michelle Stein Teer gave a session to students of the English
Department. The students were taught methods of communicating and were made aware of the non-verbal
messages they convey to their audience. Each student was filmed presenting any topic they wished and their
Personal Communication Profile was then analyzed by Michelle.
According to Michelle, being aware of and controlling non-verbal messages can enable anyone to overcome 'Stage
Fright' or 'Camera Fright', and instantly improve the effectiveness of their personal, social and professional
communication.
After writing the book 'Acting in front of a Camera according to Ruth Deitches', the first teacher of movie acting in
Israel, Michelle realized that every person who stands in front of an audience can use acting skills to perfect his or
her presentation expertise. Michelle became an expert in persuasive communication in front of any kind of audience
in personal, business and public situations in Hebrew and in English, both in Israel and abroad.
Michelle moderates and trains people of all wakes of life in giving speeches, lectures and presentations. Among her
clients are leading people in the business, social, public and personal sectors who implement her tools very
successfully. Each of these various clients receives the content and training appropriate for his/her field.
Michelle, who has an M.A. degree from NYIT in Communication, is a lecturer at Tel Aviv, Bar Ilan and Ben Gurion
Universities and Beit Berl College. She is regularly featured as a body-language specialist in the 'Beyond Words'
segment of the 'Main Game' program on the Knesset Channel (99), where she analyzes the communication
proficiency of politicians.
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Yes (comma) You Can, The English Editing Course
By Pamela Peled

continued from page # 1

With students from England, America, Europe and South Africa as well as a sprinkling of Europeans and two
Sabras (Israelis), even apparently harmless lexical items can become explosive. Take the word „whilst‟ for
example: would you leave it intact if you were editing a sentence, or scratch it out on first sight? Whilst
discussing the issue, temperatures rose. If someone said they would give you your tea „just now,‟ would you
expect it immediately, or in a little while? (Be careful before you answer: we learnt in class that unfulfilled
expectations stemming from linguistic differences can lead to the breakup of Romance.)
Apart from such stylistic issues, the course focuses on the “nuts and bolts” of basic editing as well as the study
of a variety of kinds of writing including Academic, Marketing and Business, Journalistic, Medical, Technical and
Legal Texts.
Classes are given by practicing editors in their fields and the lessons are geared to give practical, hands-on
experience in unraveling convoluted sentences and vaporizing dangling participles. (Forgotten what that is?
Flying high, the girl watched the kite. That‟s a d. participle: it‟s the kite that‟s flying, not the girl.) Having said
that, there will always be a student at Beit Berl college who‟ll point out that if the girl has swallowed some
hallucinogenic substance she might, in fact, be flying high. Or if she sees the kite from an airplane. As Susan
Gershi points out: “We students are all of a certain age and mostly of the female persuasion; we know
everything, anyway!”
Here‟s a challenge for you to try to test your editing skills: what is the difference between the following sentences
My brother John lives in Tel Aviv.
My brother, John, lives in Tel Aviv.
Too easy for you? Try this one:
The people in the queue who managed to get tickets were very satisfied.
The people in the queue, who managed to get tickets, were very satisfied.
Both these examples hinge on „defining‟ and „non-defining‟ clauses; to find the correct answer you can go to the
internet, read Lynne Truss‟ bestselling Eats, Shoots & Leaves, or sign up for the next editing course at Beit Berl.
College.
Courses and are held for two semesters on a Tuesday from 8.30 a.m. until 5.30 p.m. Students are expected to
struggle with semi-colons and tortuous sentence structures at home, but the good news is that there are no
exams.
Graduates are awarded a Diploma in English Editing. Suitable candidates for the program include Native/near
Native Speakers of English, practicing translators and New Immigrants. No Hebrew is required.
In the words of Tzippi Schechet, the Californian in the class, “while the students come from different walks of life,
secular and religious, to the right or the left politically, we all agree on one thing: English is a messy language.”
If you are a confirmed lover of words, blessed with a passion for accuracy and a sharp eye for errors, you are a
potential editor and someone who can clean up the mess.
This article was compiled from the student assignments of Tzippi Shechet, Robin Gumani, Shana Ashwal, and
Susan Gershi.

More sites:
TEACHER: Millie, give me a
A great resource link with lots of material and links

sentence starting with 'I.'
MILLIE: I is...

English Lesson Plans for Teaching Current Events

TEACHER: No, Millie..... Always

fantastic site with many topics and related articles with exercises

say, 'I am.'

an online video program featuring actors reading children‟s stories with activities

MILLIE: All right... 'I am the
ninth letter of the alphabet.'
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Lev-Ran School: A Love Story
By Pamela Peled
When I taught in Israeli High Schools, a long time ago, I had a hard-and-fast rule: I didn‟t begin the lesson before the
classroom was clean. I‟d stand by the door, stopwatch in hand, and time the pupils as they picked up orange peels
and apple cores and scrunched up papers. The floor visible again, they returned to their desks and I‟d start
teaching. After the bell rang for break we‟d continue working until they had given back the two minutes of clean-up
time.
One day I had an idea – why not implement this system in the whole school? It would take one day, two at most, I
figured, if all the teachers cooperated, for debris in the school to become history. I called a meeting. The teachers
gathered round a table and the coordinator stepped into the room. Smoking. She crossed the staffroom, took a
last, lung-crushing puff of her cigarette, and chucked the butt out of the window into the playground area below.
She blew out a long blast of smoke as she sat down. “Pamela wants to discuss cleanliness,” she proclaimed. My
idea was mixed. I didn‟t raise my other suggestions: uniforms, quiet in the corridors, standing up when teachers
entered the room.
But this is a love-story, with a happy end. It seems as if change is coming to Israeli schools at last. School uniforms
are not unusual now (though they might not pass as such in Britain or the Commonwealth), and in many
classrooms, pupils stand up when teachers enter the room. And, in select schools around the country, cleanliness
is now high on the agenda.
One of the educationalists spearheading change in the system is Louise Baram, 45, (nee Schneider-Kuper) from
Ra‟anana. Born in South African, Baram immigrated to Israel with her family when she was thirteen, and finished
her education in Israel. She graduated cum laude with an MA from Tel Aviv University in Curriculum Planning and
Evaluation. Married with two kids, and an English teacher by profession, the dynamic Baram took over the post of
school principal of the Lev-Ran School in Tzoran seven years ago. “I was determined to put the school on the map,”
she says, “with an educational revolution!”
Walking into the school, visitors are struck by the pleasantness of the place: artwork by pupils adorns the walls, the
premises are spotless, and the low slung buildings around a courtyard lend a relaxed atmosphere to the school. As
Baram, blonde, slim and trim whizzes through her school like a dynamo, pupils come up to her for advice or to share
a problem, or simply for a hug. She dispenses solutions, compliments and cuddles as she hurries to her office
(what a beautiful picture you drew, please organize more copies of this poem, without this teacher, and this one,
and this – nothing you see here would be the same!)
Baram‟s efforts have paid off: last year Lev-Ran was awarded the District Educational Prize. Like some other Israeli
schools, Baram has integrated two main programs into the curriculum: Ofek Hadash („New Horizon‟) and Key to the
Heart (a Ministry of Education Program). The main idea of „Ofek Hadash‟ is dedicating more time to your pupils on a
one to one basis and in small tutoring groups, leading to a close relationship between teachers and pupils. Based
on this caring relationship, pupils progress significantly in the core subjects. In turn, the parents express their
gratitude and all this has a great impact on the school environment.
Key to the Heart’s core values include respect, diversity, teamwork and social involvement and Baram has ensured
that all of the 481 pupils in the school participate in specific duties. Whether they are responsible for the key to the
classroom or collecting bottles for recycling, bringing homework to sick pupils or monitoring attendance, the aim is
that each pupil feels empowered and involved, with a sense of caring for his/her school.
Ten active committees include teams that work on the school newspaper, library, sports activities and extra math
tutoring, while pupils also devote their time and energy towards greening the school, giving to the needy, caring for
animals and celebrating birthdays. Certificates of merit are awarded at special ceremonies to pupils who set a good
example in behaviour, initiative and caring for the school and for others. “We nurture our pupils as much as
possible,” explains Baram, “and in addition to our dedicated teachers, we also are lucky to have some retired senior
citizens who help pupils in small groups.” These „Friends of Education‟ give of their time and energy for no
remuneration other than the gratitude of the pupils.
“Every child can do it,” is Baram‟s motto, but it doesn‟t stop there. “Every child can do it, and every child can do
even more,” she insists, given the necessary environment, tools and love. The dedicated and excellent staff,
together with a strong and active parent body has “turned our school into a temple of culture,” claims Baram. Our
school inspector, Mrs. Ariella Segal, dubs Lev-Ran “a five star school,” says the proud principal, and it is not hard to
see why.
The pupils in Lev-Ram wear the customary uniform – a school t-shirt in various colours, and jeans. They spring up
to silent attention when a teacher enters their class, and the classrooms are clean and tidy. And on commemoration
days they even walk down the corridors to the ceremonies in silence! The best thing of all is that Lev-Ran is not
unique; Baram is only one of the educators in Israel trying to spread this „old-new‟ approach to learning. Can school
ties and blazers and Houses be far behind?
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What’s New?

Continued from page # 1

The Practicum Experience:
Our program has a strong emphasis on language learner development. To facilitate this, the practicum courses
progress from primary to secondary schools. Students spend a great deal of time observing and practicing teaching in
schools within the P.D.S (Professional Development School) model. Specifically, the college is committed to forming
and maintaining strong partnerships with the following schools:
(1) Elementary Schools: Lev-Ran (Tzoan), Bar-Tov, Ziv and Hadar (Ra‟anana), and Surkis (Kfar-Saba); (2) Secondary
Schools: Drorim and Ami-Assaf (situated at Beit-Berl). Students who are placed in elementary schools this year have
developed and taught task-based units of instruction on various topics: The Arctic, Birthdays, Mysteries, Fairy-Tales,
Telling Time, Journalism, Earth Day, Recipes (Chocolate Cookies), Weather and Climate (Snow), and many other exciting
and interesting topics. Students who are trained in junior high school have developed units of instruction incorporating
group work and jigsaw activities.
Students are guided to work on long-term projects that involve collaboration between students, mentor teachers and
the pedagogical advisors. Among these projects: the English High-Tech Center at Lev-Ran school, an English
newspaper at Hadar Schools, an English Day/Break at Bar-Tov School, and tutoring projects in the various schools.
Enrichment Activities: The English Department offers a wide variety of enrichment lectures, workshops and symposia,
including an annual student conference, regarded as the foremost professional development opportunity for students
to present and share their research papers and projects with other students and lecturers in the department.
Throughout this year we have been very fortunate to have a number of guest speakers and specialists. Among the
enrichment lectures/workshops conducted this year:

Assessing for Learning: Authentic, Standards-Based Oral Assessment of Spoken English by Prof. Donald Rubin,
University of Georgia (sponsored by the U.S. Cultural Affairs Office)

Hip Hop & Classical Poetry Discussion, by Prof. Mark Liebler, Wayne State University, Detroit (sponsored by the
U.S. Cultural Affairs Office)

Story Telling in Language Teaching by Jane Cohen (sponsored by the British Council)


The Use of Body Language in Language Teaching by Michelle Stein-Tier

Various hands-on workshops related to classroom teaching conducted at the college or in the various schools during
the practice week, e.g., Using Games in the EFL Classroom by Margaret Porat, The Teacher as an Actor by Gadi Kviatek,
Doing Homework by Dalia Emmanuelle, Conflict Resolution and Communication Skills in the Classroom by Ina Ben-Ori,
etc.
Student Conference: We all look forward to the Student Conference which will take place on June 7 th. The conferences
offers students an additional opportunity for academic and professional experience.
Awards: The English department is committed to the pursuit of excellence in the disciplinary courses and practical
experience. The Department will hold a ceremony on June 7th to honor department award winners.
Congratulations!!!!
Last but not least, to those students who are graduating this summer, I‟d like to offer my congratulations on your
achievement in completing your studies successfully. I appreciate how much work you have put in to get where you are
today and you can be very proud of yourself! We welcome you into the teaching profession with warmest wishes for
great success!
Wishing you all a well earned summer vacation and looking forward to the coming academic year!
All the best,
Orly Haim
Head of English Department

TEACHER: Glenn, how do you spell 'crocodile?'
GLENN: K-R-O-K-O-D-I-A-L
TEACHER: No, that's wrong
GLENN: Maybe it is wrong, but you asked me how I spell it
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The European Commission
The European Commission has just announced an agreement whereby English will be the official language
of the European Union rather than German, which was the other possibility.
As part of the negotiations, the British Government conceded that English spelling had some room for
improvement and has accepted a 5- year phase-in plan that would become known as "Euro-English".
In the first year, "s" will replace the soft "c". Sertainly, this will make the sivil servants jump with joy. The
hard "c" will be dropped in favour of "k". This should klear up konfusion, and keyboards kan have one less
letter.
There will be growing publik enthusiasm in the sekond year when the troublesome "ph" will be replaced
with "f". This will make words like fotograf 20% shorter.
In the 3rd year, publik akseptanse of the new spelling kan be expekted to reach the stage where more
komplikated changes are possible.
Governments will enkourage the removal of double letters which have always ben a deterent to akurate
speling.
Also, al wil agre that the horibl mes of the silent "e" in the languag is disgrasful and it should go away.
By the 4th yer people wil be reseptiv to steps such as replasing "th" with "z" and "w" with "v".
During ze fifz yer, ze unesesary "o" kan be dropd from vords kontaining "ou" and after ziz fifz yer, ve vil hav
a reil sensi bl riten styl.
Zer vil be no mor trubl or difikultis and evrivun vil find it ezi TU understand ech oza. Ze drem of a united
urop vil finali kum tru.
Und efter ze fifz yer, ve vil al be speking German like zey vunted in ze forst plas.
If zis mad you smil, pleas pas on to oza pepl.
Teaching material:
- Worksheets, and Flashcards for the ESL
- Customized Educational materials
- Thousands of FREE printable worksheets and activities
- a site with many links for teachers (not only efl/esl teachers)
- The Teacher's Corner - Teacher Resources and Lesson Plans
- famous people lessons + exercises
- Worksheets & Exercises

The ETAI International Conference – July 13th, 14th ,15th of July – Ramada Hotel.
We highly recommend your attending this inspiring conference. There will be many workshops and lectures with
highly qualified presenters from Israel and abroad.
Please go to the following link for more details. http://www.etai.org.il/
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